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Abstract

We study institutional investor attention using their daily internet news reading. We

measure fund-level investor attention to both aggregate and �rm-speci�c information,

and relate it to portfolio allocation decisions. During economic downturns, institutional

investors shift their attention away from �rm-speci�c news towards aggregate news and

the cross-sectional dispersion of their attention to �rm-speci�c news increases. Investor

attention is signi�cantly and positively related to portfolio holdings, and this relation-

ship is stronger for more sophisticated funds and those which have limited attention

capacity. Fund attention to news exhibits clear habitats with the majority of variation

in attention driven by fund and �rm e�ects. Lastly, attention by sophisticated investors

predicts future stock returns.
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1 Introduction

The struggles of the canonical portfolio allocation model to explain key empirical regu-

larities in portfolio allocation decisions, such as under diversi�cation (e.g., Friend and Blume

(1975); Goetzmann and Kumar (2008)), home bias (e.g., French and Poterba (1991); Co-

val and Moskowitz (1999)), and style investing (e.g., Brown and Goetzmann (1997); Chan

et al. (2002)), have sparked a large theoretical literature. A potential mechanism proposed

by the literature to address these puzzles is limited attention (e.g., Peng and Xiong (2006);

Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2009, 2010); Kacperczyk et al. (2016); Mackowiak et al.

(2021)). In these models, investors need to decide how to allocate their scarce attention

to acquire investment relevant information. A major barrier in testing these theories is

that typically investor attention to di�erent information is unobservable. In this paper, we

lever a new dataset to directly observe fund-level attention to information of both aggregate

and �rm-speci�c news, allowing us to test existing theoretical predictions that link investor

attention, portfolio allocation, and business cycles.

We conduct our study using a proprietary dataset on internet activity from a data analyt-

ics company. The data analytics company maintains a large publisher partnership network

and aggregates visitor activities on the websites of these publishers. In particular, major

news organizations comprise a substantial fraction of these publishers. We identify visits

from each institutional investor and therefore observe its real-time reading of news articles

across all partnering publishers. We gather detailed information on the content of each ar-

ticle and identify whether the article is about aggregate or �rm-speci�c news, the latter of

which we match to the �nancial information about the company. Our �nal database consists

of the institutional investor, time, content and source of the article, and the stock informa-

tion if the article is about a speci�c company. For conciseness, we refer to these institutional

investors as �funds� and the companies the funds read about (or hold) as ��rms�. We join this

database to investor holdings data from Factset and to CRSP and COMPUSTAT to obtain

a �nal sample. Our sample contains 167,153,7001 fund-�rm-quarter observations comprised

of 3,953 distinct funds that hold assets,2 3,859 distinct �rms from the last quarter of 2017

to the second quarter of 2021.

We design a set of tests guided by existing theories of limited attention (e.g., Van Nieuwer-

burgh and Veldkamp (2009, 2010); Mackowiak et al. (2021)). We focus on four components

of investor attention: time-series properties of investor attention (e.g., the relationship with

1There are 8,987,609 observations with non-zero reading activity and 8,620,396 fund-�rm-quarter obser-
vations with non-zero holdings.

2We use FactSet fund classi�cations to separate funds into four broad groups: Investment Advisers (e.g.,
mutual funds); Hedge Funds; Broker-Dealers (e.g., Banks and Brokerage �rms); and Other.
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macroeconomic conditions and the business cycle), the relationship between investor at-

tention and portfolios, the determinants of investor attention, and the predictive power of

investor attention for future �rm returns.

We �rst study the time-series properties of funds' attention to di�erent news. It has been

shown that how funds provide value changes over the business cycle (e.g., Glode (2011);

Kacperczyk et al. (2014)). On the theory side, Kacperczyk et al. (2016) link this time-series

pattern of funds' value creation to investors' limited attention over the business cycle. A

key prediction of this theory is that investors will allocate more attention to aggregate news

during economic downturns and more attention towards �rm-speci�c information during

booms. We construct the following fund-level measures of investor attention: aggregate

conditions, COVID, �rm-speci�c news, and the heterogeneity in investor attention across

funds. We examine how these measures evolve over time and through the COVID crisis.

The pattern we �nd is consistent with the predictions of these models. At the onset of the

COVID crisis, attention to aggregate signals increases and attention to �rm-speci�c news

falls sharply. The results hold true both in raw reading counts and controlling for production

of news. We also �nd that the cross-sectional dispersion of investor attention to �rm-speci�c

news increases during the crisis. While not a direct prediction of Kacperczyk et al. (2016),

this �nding mirrors the prediction of their model that the dispersion of portfolio holdings

should increase during downturns.

Next, we turn to the relationship between investor attention and portfolio allocations.

When attention capacity is limited, fund managers need to decide how to allocate their

attention e�ciently across di�erent assets (e.g., Peng and Xiong (2006); Van Nieuwerburgh

and Veldkamp (2009); Kacperczyk et al. (2014); Kacperczyk et al. (2016)). A common

theoretical prediction of the literature is a positive association between investor attention

and portfolio holdings. In these models, investors optimally choose their attention and

portfolio allocations, subject to the constraint of limited attention capacity. In equilibrium,

investors would prefer to hold assets they are more informed about on average.

We study the empirical relationship between funds' portfolio holdings and their attention

to �rm-speci�c information. First, we compare their news reading about �rms they hold

compared with those they do not. We �nd that funds allocate a substantial fraction of their

attention to stocks they hold: the ratio of reading about held �rms to total reading about

all �rms is 38.6 percent for mutual funds and 13.6 percent for hedge funds compared to the

respective average number of �rms held of 191 and 103. In a given quarter on average, a

mutual fund (hedge fund) reads about 21.6 (16.7) percent of the �rms in its portfolio and

2.8 (3.1) percent of the tradeable �rms not currently held.

Furthermore, investor attention and holding are positively related on the intensive mar-
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gin. We measure the attention of a fund to a company as the fraction of its reading of the

�rm in a given quarter compared to the fund's total reading activity about all �rms in the

quarter. We construct an analogous measure of the fraction of the dollar holdings of a �rm

compared to the total holdings of the fund and run a regression of attention on fund holdings.

The relationship between a fund's attention and its portfolio holding is positive and signi�-

cant at the 1-percent level under a variety of speci�cations. That is, attention scales with the

portfolio holdings. These results hold even when we include �rm×time �xed e�ects, which

remove e�ects from production of news. We use fund characteristics to construct proxies for

fund attention capacity and sophistication and document a stronger relationship between

attention and holding for more funds with less attention capacity and for more sophisticated

funds. These results are consistent with the predictions of the rational inattention theory

developed in Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010).

Next, we test whether investor attention predicts future changes in fund holdings. We

run a speci�cation based on the sample of held �rms and another one based on non-held

�rms. For the sample of held �rms, we �nd that changes in fund attention predict a decline

in holdings with signi�cance at the 1 percent level. In the baseline speci�cation without �xed

e�ects, the coe�cient estimate on changes in attention of -0.412 indicates that 1 percentage

point increase in the fraction of a fund's reading about a �rm corresponds to a 0.4 percent

decrease in the fund's holding of the �rm in the next quarter. In the non-held speci�cation, we

document a positive relationship between attention and future holdings, which is signi�cant

at the 1 percent level under most sets of �xed e�ects. The coe�cient estimate on changes in

attention in the baseline no �xed e�ect speci�cation of 0.173 indicates that a 1 percentage

point increase in the fraction of reading by a fund about a �rm corresponds with a 0.17

percent increase in future holdings.

In the next section of our paper, we study the determinants of investor attention. We

begin by documenting the role of �rm characteristics by regressing investor attention on

lagged �rm variables, including beta, size, book-to-market, and past returns. We �nd that

attention is higher for large �rms, value �rms, �rms with high beta, low return-to-asset, and

high absolute value of returns. During the COVID period, funds decrease their attention

for high beta companies. That is, in downturns, while investors increase attention about

information of the aggregate economy, they do not do so by learning more about high beta

�rms. On the other hand, they increase attention for companies with high absolute value of

returns, suggesting that the attention-grabbing e�ect of return volatility becomes stronger

during downturns (e.g., Barber and Odean (2008)).

Furthermore, we decompose the variance of fund attention into the following components:

�xed fund characteristics, �xed �rm characteristics, common variation in investor attention
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over time, and a residual component. We �nd that among the sample of held �rms, fund

�xed e�ects explain 11.7 percent of the variation in investor attention, �rm �xed e�ects

explain 33.7 percent of the variation and time �xed e�ects explain 0.0 percent. We include

speci�cations with pairs of �xed e�ects from each combination of Fund, Firm, and Time.

Fund× Time �xed e�ects explain 29.7 percent of the variation in investor attention which

is higher than the fund �xed e�ect R-squared of 11.7 percent, indicating the importance of

time-series variation of investor attention within fund. Firm × Time �xed e�ects explain

47 percent of the variation in investor attention, an increase over the �rm �xed e�ect R-

squared of 33.7 percent. Fund × Firm �xed e�ects explain 55.1 percent of the variation

which indicates that the majority of investor attention variation is explained by fund-�rm

pairs.

We �nd a similar pattern of results in fund attention about not held �rms. Overall, these

results suggest that funds have attention habitats: attention is concentrated on a small

set of �rms and exhibits little variation over time. This result echoes patterns of under-

diversi�cation in fund portfolios studied by Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010). This

pattern may arise when funds hold an informational edge in a particular set of �rms, such

as in the home-bias literature (French and Poterba (1991); Coval and Moskowitz (1999);

Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2009)) or due to positive feedback e�ects between atten-

tion and holdings, leading to specialization in both holdings and information production.

Lastly, we test whether investor attention by funds convey valuable information about

future �rm returns. A key assumption for the theories of limited attention is that funds are

able to acquire value-relevant news about companies and trade on it. We show that investor

attention when funds increase portfolio holdings of a company positively predict its stock

returns, while attention when funds decrease portfolio holdings negatively predict its stock

returns. Furthermore, we �nd that the results are more signi�cant for attention by hedge

funds, which are commonly believed to be the more sophisticated institutional investors,

instead of mutual funds. The �ndings are consistent with the view that investor attention

to news produces value-relevant information, which is re�ected in subsequent stock returns.

Our paper relates to the literature that studies limited attention and constrained informa-

tion processing capacity. Sims (2003) theoretical studies implications of rational inattention

in macroeconomics. Moscarini (2004), Mackowiak and Wiederholt (2009) and Ma¢kowiak

and Wiederholt (2015) study the business cycle implications of rational inattention. limited

attention is proposed to explain phenomenons and puzzles in �nance, such as and under

diversi�cation (e.g., Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010); Kacperczyk et al. (2016)),

and style investing (e.g., Barberis and Shleifer (2003); Peng and Xiong (2006)). The relation

of limited attention and portfolio allocation is a focus in the literature (e.g., Van Nieuwer-
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burgh and Veldkamp (2009); Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010); Abel et al. (2013);

Kacperczyk et al. (2016)).

On the empirical side, various proxies for investor attention, such as Google searches

and the news reading activities on Bloomberg, are proposed and shown to be related to

stock trading activities. Da et al. (2011) �nd that investor attention measured by Google

searches is associated with higher stock returns. Ben-Rephael et al. (2017) measure aggregate

institutional attention using news reading activities on Bloomberg terminals. Several recent

studies examine institutional investors' readings of companies' �lings by unmasking IPs

accessing EDGAR. Chen et al. (2020) show that mutual fund managers acquire Form 4

�lings to follow trades by company insiders. Dyer (2021) �nds that institutional investors

are more likely to read �lings by companies that are in the same geographic area. Crane

et al. (2022) show that hedge funds also read companies' �lings and that these hedge funds

tend to outperform hedge funds that do not read companies' �lings. Barber and Odean

(2008), Kempf et al. (2017), and Hirshleifer and Sheng (2021) study how attention can be

attracted or distracted by di�erent attention-grabbing events.

In this paper, we lever a novel dataset that identi�es individual institutional investor's

online readings of news from major publishers. We study the relations of investor attention

to information about both the aggregate and �rm-speci�c news, the content and sources of

the news, and the portfolio allocations jointly. The results shed light on the existing theories

that link investor attention, portfolio allocation, and business cycles.

More broadly, this paper relates to the literature that examines patterns of portfolio allo-

cation decisions. It has been shown that investors' portfolio allocation decisions signi�cantly

deviate from predictions from canonical portfolio allocation models such as Markowitz (1952)

and Sharpe (1964). Among others, investors' portfolio allocation decisions exhibit under di-

versi�cation (e.g., Friend and Blume (1975); Goetzmann and Kumar (2008)), home bias

(e.g., French and Poterba (1991); Coval and Moskowitz (1999)), style investing (e.g., Brown

and Goetzmann (1997); Chan et al. (2002)), non-participation (e.g., Mankiw and Zeldes

(1991); Vissing-Jørgensen (2002)), and tradings induced by attention-grabbing events (e.g.,

Barber and Odean (2008); Hirshleifer and Sheng (2021)). Giglio et al. (2021) document facts

about investors' portfolio holdings and their beliefs.

This paper also relates to the literature on news media and stock market. Tetlock (2007)

shows that the tone of news predict stock returns. Fang and Peress (2009) �nd stocks with no

media coverage tend to have higher returns. Peress (2014) identi�es causal impact of media

on stock market using newspaper strikes. Manela and Moreira (2017) extract information

about the VIX from newspaper text and show that it captures investors' concern about

disaster risks. Fisher et al. (2021) capture investor attention about various macroeconomics
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variables using newspaper coverage. Liu and Matthies (2021) use newspaper texts to capture

investor concerns about long-run risks and show that it is a priced factor in the cross-section

of returns.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the data construction and and

presents summary statistics. Section 3 examines the relationship between investor atten-

tion and the macroeconomy. Section 4 examines the relationship between attention and

fund portfolios and trading. Section 5 studies the determinants of investor attention to

�rm-speci�c information. Section 6 relates investor attention with asset returns. Section 7

concludes.

2 Data

2.1 Financial News

Our measures of investor attention are based on news reading activity by institutional

investors. We partner with a data analytics company from the marketing technology space,

the �Data Partner�. The Data Partner maintains a large network of partnerships with online

publishers, focused primarily (but not exclusively) on business content and news. As part

of the partnership, participating publishers contribute to the Data Partner's pooled dataset

via a technology mechanism, which shares information about web content consumption, in-

cluding the external IP address of the network originating the HTTP request and the URL

of content accessed. Overall, the platform aggregates around 1 billion content consumption

events per day. From this large dataset, the Data Partner performs two steps: (1) it asso-

ciates visitors with companies, when possible, and (2) quanti�es the �topics� of the content

visitors read about. From these two steps, the Data Partner produces an indicator that

aims to quantify the business topics that companies are reading about. These analytics are

primarily sold to companies to facilitate sales and marketing � by identifying companies

with heightened research interest in a speci�c business topic, one in principle may be able

to narrow down likelier customers for a speci�c product or service. The Data Partner does

not sell these analytics products to �nancial institutions for the purpose of �nancial trading.

Participating publishers receive some of the Data Partner analytics in return.

We rely on the Data Partner's e�orts to map visitors to publisher websites to the �rms

the visitors work for. For each visitor to a Data Partner website, the Data Partner creates

a pro�le through the use of �rst and third-party cookies. This enables the publisher, and

in turn, the Data Partner, to observe when a visitor returns to a website. Over time, the

Data Partner infers the association between the pro�le and a �rm through a wide ensemble
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of industry-accepted methods. For example, user pro�les are associated with a company

when visitors use a work email to log into a member's website. Another example is through

IP addresses. That is, if a pro�le consistently logs onto a publisher website from a work-

associated IP address, this gives a strong indication that the pro�le belongs to a particular

company. The Data Partner also receives data from third-party sources who also perform

identity resolution of visitors. Through its proprietary processes, the Data Partner assembles

these various sources of data and determines whether a reliable association between a pro�le

and a company can be inferred, and when it can be, what that association is. Crucially, once

a visitor has been associated with a Data Partner reliably, the visitor is associated with that

Data Partner even though the visitor may traverse di�erent IP addresses. This allows the

data to remain e�ective even when a visitor is working remotely.

2.2 Aggregation and Link with Holdings

We construct metrics on how much an investor reads about a particular company on a

given day. To start, we obtain �event-level� data from the Data Partner from the period

of October 2017 to July 2021. Event-level data describes an instance of an article being

consumed, including the timestamp, company associated with the visitor, and the URL

being read. The Data Partner does not sell this event-level data commercially and was made

specially available for academic research. The data are scrubbed of personally identi�able

information and were accessed remotely.

From the event dataset, we focus on over a dozen �nancial publishers. The names of

the publishers cannot be disclosed but are among some of the largest �nancial publishers in

the world. The publishers we observe total over 100 million content interactions per day.

Although not exclusively, these platforms are primarily English-language.

From the event level dataset, we merge with news data from Ravenpack in order to iden-

tify the �nancial news topic, subject, and sentiment of articles in our dataset. Historically,

the Data Partner has primarily tracked content in terms of broad business topics. While

some companies are themselves topics, due to the design of its algorithm, it has not been

able to comprehensively record companies referenced in articles. Moreover, its topic taxon-

omy consists of broad business topics, and does not consist of certain topics that might be

useful to �nancial economists such as corporate events (for example, capital raising, mergers,

or payout announcements) and textual sentiment. Therefore, we obtain these features from

Ravenpack, a leading data analytics provider widely used in academic studies and in practice

by high-frequency trading �rms, hedge funds, banks, and asset managers.

We access data from Ravenpack 1.0, which includes Ravenpack's most detailed o�ering
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inclusive of major �nancial publishers it licenses content from as well as open-access content

across blogs, social media posts, news sites, and regulatory �lings. We describe our merge

process in the Appendix. Joining our data to Ravenpack allows us to obtain the stock tickers

associated with each article. For conciseness, we refer to �nancial institutions as �funds� and

the assets they read about (or hold) as ��rms�. The �nal dataset consists of the count of

articles read by a fund on a speci�c date, broken down by stock tickers and topics de�ned

by Ravenpack.

We join this reading data to investor holdings data from Factset, which records a snapshot

of the portfolio holdings of each fund at the end of each quarter. Finally, we join this data

to CRSP and COMPUSTAT to obtain a quarterly data set at the Fund-Firm-Quarter level

with fund holdings of each �rm, fund reading about each �rm, fund characteristics such as

fund returns and fund size, and lagged �rm characteristics such as prior quarter returns,

book-to-market, market capitalization, trailing CAPM beta, and leverage. The holdings

data re�ects fund holdings at the end of the quarter. Readings data is based on the total

of reading throughout the quarter. CRSP and COMPUSTAT are based on data publicly

available at the end of the previous quarter.

2.3 Creating Metrics of Investor Attention

We design aggregated and fund-level measures of investor attention. We describe the

construction of key measures below which we utilize in later tests.

2.3.1 Aggregated Attention Measures

We construct a set of attention measures aggregated across all funds for our time-series

tests.

Macroeconomic News First, we construct measures of attention to macroeconomic con-

ditions: the United States stock market; and COVID. We construct a measure of attention

to the market conditions, readmit , as the total reading of fund i in quarter t of articles about

the following topics: �NASDAQ 100 Index�, �NASDAQ Composite Index�, �NASDAQ 100

Index�, �New York Stock Exchange�, �Nasdaq Stock Exchange�, �CBOE Stock Exchange�,

�New York Stock Exchange�, �NYSE Arca�, �NYSE American�, and �S&P 500�. This set

comprises all available aggregate U.S. �nancial market topics. We aggregate readmit across

all funds as

readmt =
1

Nt

∑
i

readmit (1)
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where Nt is the number of funds in quarter t. We construct separate versions of readmt using

reading by mutual funds and reading by hedge funds respectively.

We construct measures of investor attention about news regarding COVID following a

similar procedure. We de�ne readcdcit as the total reading of fund i of articles about the �U.S.

Center for Disease Control and Prevention�. We de�ne readcdct = 1
Nt

∑
i read

cdc
it .

We construct normalized versions of each macroeconomic attention measure by dividing

the reading per fund by the total number of articles written in the same quarter about each

topic:

readm,norm
t =

readmt∑
articlesmt

(2)

where
∑

articlesmt is the total number of articles written about the United States stock

market in quarter t. Normalized versions of the COVID attention measures, readcdc,normt ,

are constructed similarly.

Firm-speci�c News Next, we measure the fraction of fund reading about �rm-speci�c

news relative to total reading. We obtain the total reading of each fund about all articles

(�rm-speci�c signals, aggregate signals, and other) and de�ne:

fst =

∑
i

∑
j readijt∑

i read
all
it

(3)

where
∑

i

∑
j readijt is the total reading of all funds about all �rms during quarter t and∑

i read
all
it is the total reading of all news (�rm-speci�c, aggregate, leisure) by all funds during

quarter t.

We construct a measure of �rm-speci�c reading scaled by news production as:

fsnormt =
1
N

∑
i

∑
j readijt∑

j articlesjt
(4)

where 1
N

∑
i

∑
j readijt is the average number of �rm-speci�c articles read by each fund in

quarter t and
∑

j articlesjt is the total number of �rm-speci�c articles written in quarter t.

Attention Dispersion We construct a measure of average fund attention dispersion in

the same spirit of the portfolio weight deviations measure from Kacperczyk et al. (2016).

For fund types, f ∈ {Mutual Fund,Hedge Fund}, we construct the �aggregate attention

portfolio� as the sum across all funds of reading about each �rm in each quarter. The weight

of �rm j in quarter t in the aggregate attention portfolio of funds of type f is:
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wf,∗
jt =

∑
i readijt∑

j

∑
i readijt

(5)

where wf,∗
jt is the weight of �rm j at time t based on the total reading of all funds of type f

about �rm j in quarter t divided by the total reading of all funds about all �rms in quarter

t. The aggregate attention portfolio captures the total reading of all funds for each �rm. We

calculate the reading weight of fund i for �rm j in time t as:

wi
jt =

readijt∑
j readijt

(6)

where wi
jt is the weight fund i places on �rm j in time t in terms of reading about �rm j

divided by the total reading of fund i about all �rms. Finally, for each fund i, we calculate

the sum of squared deviations in the reading weight of the fund from the aggregate attention

portfolio weight:

wdev
it =

∑
j

(
wf,∗

jt − wi
jt

)2

(7)

Conceptually, this measure captures deviations in fund-level attention patterns from the

aggregate attention portfolio.

2.3.2 Fund-level Measures

Attention and Holdings For the investor attention of �rm-speci�c news, we construct

our main measure of investor attention of a fund about a �rm, iaijt, which is de�ned as:

iaijt =
readijt∑
j readijt

(8)

where readijt is the total number of articles fund i reads about �rm j throughout quarter

t, and
∑

j readijt is the total reading of fund i about all �rms j throughout quarter t. iaijt

is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t compared to the fund's total

reading activity about all �rms in the quarter. Similarly, we construct our fund holding

measure, hijt, as the following:

hijt =
sharesijt × pjt∑
j sharesijt × pjt

(9)

where sharesijt is the number of shares fund i holds of �rm j at the end of quarter t, pjt is

the share price of �rm j at the end of quarter t, and
∑

j sharesijt × pjt is the total dollar

value of fund i's portfolio at the end of quarter t. hijt is the fraction that �rm j comprises
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of fund i's portfolio at the end of quarter t.

Attention on the Extensive Margin We compare the fraction of reading about held

stocks compared to total reading. For each fund in each quarter, we calculate rhit =∑
j readijt × 1hijt>0 where rhit is the total number of articles read by fund i throughout

quarter t about �rms held in its portfolio as of the end of quarter t, readijt is the reading by

fund i about �rm j throughout quarter t, hijt is the holdings of fund i of �rm j at the end of

quarter t, and 1hijt>0
is a dummy variable that is 1 if the fund holds the �rm in its portfolio at

the end of the quarter and 0 otherwise. We similarly de�ne rnhit =
∑

j readijt×1hijt=0 as the

total number of articles read by fund i throughout the quarter about �rms not held in fund

i's portfolio at the end of quarter t. We calculate the fraction of reading about held �rms

compared to all �nancial reading and then compute the average across all fund-quarter ob-

servations within each fund type, f ∈ {Mutual Fund,Hedge Fund,Bank/Broker Other},
as:

read ratiof =
1

Nft

∑
i

rhit

rhit + rnhit

× 1fund typei=f (10)

where 1fund typei=f is a binary variable equal to 1 if the fund type of fund i is f and 0

otherwise, Nft is the total number of funds of type f in quarter t, and rhit

rhit+rnhit
is the

fraction of reading about held �rms compared to total �nancial reading for fund i in quarter

t.

Moreover, we calculate the fraction of held �rms that a fund reads about, rphit, and the

fraction of not held �rms that a fund reads about, rpnhit. rphit is calculated for each fund

in each quarter as:

rphit =

∑
j 1readijt>0 × 1hijt>0∑

j 1hijt>0

(11)

where 1readijt>0 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if fund i reads about �rm j during quarter t

and 0 otherwise. rpnhit is calculated for each fund in each quarter as

rpnhit =

∑
j 1readijt>0 × 1hijt=0∑

j 1hijt=0

(12)

where 1hijt=0 equals 1 if fund i does not hold �rm j in quarter t and is 0 otherwise.
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2.4 Summary Statistics

We present summary statistics in Table 1. Our quarterly panel dataset of fund-�rm-

quarter reading and holding contains 167,153,700 observations comprised of 3,953 distinct

funds, 3,859 distinct �rms, and 14 quarters from the fourth quarter of 2017 to the �rst quarter

of 2021. There are 8,987,609 observations with non-zero reading activity and 8,620,396 fund-

�rm-quarter observations with non-zero holdings. There are 2,139,002 observations with both

non-zero holdings and non-zero readings. For the held companies, the funds read 24.8 percent

of them while for the non-held companies, they only read 4.3 percent of the companies. The

sample mean for ia is 0.173 percent and the sample standard deviation is 1.54 percent for

the hold companies. For the non-held companies, the sample mean for ia is 0.031 percent

and the sample standard deviation is 0.67 percent.

We use FactSet fund classi�cations to divide funds into four broad groups: Investment

Advisers (such as mutual funds), Hedge Funds, Broker-Dealers (such as Banks and Brokerage

�rms), and Other.3 We tabulate statistics on reading activity and holdings for each fund type

in Table 2. The Investment Advisers in our sample have the following summary statistics: an

average (median) number of �rms held each quarter of 191 (86); a mean (median) portfolio

dollar value of 7.6 billion (289 million) dollars; an average (median) number of �nancial

articles read each quarter of 9,078 (430); and an average (median) number of articles read

per �rm each quarter of 17 (7).

The Hedge Funds in our sample have the following summary statistics: an average (me-

dian) number of �rms held each quarter of 103 (18); a mean (median) portfolio dollar value

of 4.8 billion (287 million) dollars; an average (median) number of �nancial articles read

each quarter of 23,447 (551); and an average (median) number of articles read per �rm each

quarter of 23 (8).

The Broker-Dealers in our sample have the following statistics: an average (median)

number of �rms held each quarter of 530 (360); a mean (median) portfolio dollar value of

14.8 billion (838 million) dollars; an average (median) number of �nancial articles read each

quarter of 66,604 (1,690); and an average (median) number of articles read per �rm each

quarter of 55 (12).

3 Time-Series Properties of Investor Attention

We examine the time-series properties of investor attention, with a particular focus on

funds' attention to di�erent news during economic downturns. Empirically, it has been

3Funds that are not available in FactSet are grouped into the �Unmatched� category.
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shown that how funds provide value changes over the business cycle (e.g., Glode (2011);

Kacperczyk et al. (2014)). On the theory side, Kacperczyk et al. (2016) link this time-series

pattern of funds' value creation to investor attention over the business cycle. Their model

predicts that investors will allocate more attention to aggregate versus �rm-speci�c news

during economic downturns and more attention towards �rm-speci�c information during

booms. During downturns, the volatility of aggregate shocks and the price of risk are higher,

which increases the return to information about aggregate news.

In this section, we study how investor attention changes over the business cycle. Our

sample features an important recent economic downturn � the COVID crisis. We refer to the

peak of the COVID crisis as the �rst two quarters of 2020. We construct fund-level measures

of investor attention about the aggregate versus �rm-speci�c information4 and study how

these measures evolved over time.

Investor Attention Measures at the Time-Series

First, we document how aggregate fund attention to macroeconomic and �rm-speci�c

news evolves across our entire sample. Figure 1 presents a time-series of the total reading,

total �rm-speci�c reading, and �rm-speci�c reading percentage across all funds each quarter

from the last quarter of 2017 to the �rst quarter of 2021. Total reading includes all articles

read by funds (�nancial, aggregate, and leisure). The �rm-speci�c reading includes all articles

about �rms read by funds. Firm-speci�c reading percentage is the average �rm-speci�c

reading divided by total reading across all funds. The peak of the COVID crisis, de�ned as

the �rst two quarters of 2020, is highlighted in blue. Total reading ranges from 100 million

to 300 million each quarter, with a peak in 2018. Total reading remains similar during the

peak of COVID compared to the periods before and after. The �rm-speci�c reading count

and the �rm-speci�c reading percentage fall during the COVID crisis. In summary, funds'

overall news reading remains the same during the economic downturn, but their attention

shifts from �rm-speci�c information to aggregate information.

Next, we focus on aggregate attention patterns by fund type (mutual fund and hedge

fund) during the period surrounding the COVID crisis. Figure 2 presents the time-series of

attention to macroeconomic news throughout the COVID period from 2019Q3 to 2020Q4.

Panel A presents measures based on mutual fund reading and Panel B presents measures

based on hedge fund reading. Each panel is divided into two parts: �COVID� which measures

attention to articles about the CDC; �Aggregate Market� which measures attention to articles

about the aggregate United States stock market. The measure construction is outlined in

4We describe the construction of our aggregated attention measures in Section 2.3.1.
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Section 2.3.1 above. The blue line (left axis) shows the average number of articles read about

a topic per fund each quarter. The read line plots the average reading divided by the total

number of articles written about the topic in the same quarter (right axis). The start of the

COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each panel.

The average reading of articles about the CDC, readcdct , increased from 48 (24) to 465

(263) for mutual funds (hedge funds) at the onset of the crisis. The average reading of

articles about the aggregate stock market, readmt , increased from 345 (145) to 671 (299) for

mutual funds (hedge funds) at the onset of the crisis. News normalized reading for COVID,

readcdc,normt , and the market, readm,norm
t , increase for both mutual funds and hedge funds

from 2019Q4 to 2020Q1. The number of articles written about both topics increased sharply

during the same period, fund reading increased by an even larger margin.

We present measures of fund attention to �rm-speci�c news in Figure 3. Mutual fund

measures are presented in the top panel and hedge fund measures are presented in the panel

below. The blue line (left axis) shows �nancial reading, fst, from Section 2.3.1, the sum of

all �nancial reading (reading about �rms) by all funds in the quarter divided by the sum

of fund reading about all topics (�rm-speci�c, macroeconomic, and leisure). The red line

(right axis) shows normalized �nancial reading, fsnormt , the average �nancial reading per

fund divided by the total number of articles written about �rms in the same quarter. The

start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each panel.

The average fraction of reading about �rm-speci�c news, fst, falls from 72% (63%) to

40% (37%) for mutual funds (hedge funds) at the onset of the crisis. The normalized �nancial

reading, fsnormt , falls from 8.5% (16.5%) to 6.9% (14.1%) for mutual funds (hedge funds).

fst remains relatively �at from Q3 to Q4 of 2019 for both mutual funds and hedge funds

and declines sharply in Q1 of 2020. The normalized reading measures, fsnormt , fall for both

types of funds from Q3 to Q4 of 2019 re�ecting an increase in the number of �rm-speci�c

articles written in the fourth quarter. While the production of �rm-speci�c news increased

in Q4 of 2020, fund consumption of this news remained the same and only declined with the

onset of the COVID crisis.

Next, we study the average cross-sectional dispersion in fund attention to �rm-speci�c

news. The theory developed by Kacperczyk et al. (2016) does not predict an increase in

the dispersion of fund attention during downturns. In their model, the increased volatility

of aggregate shocks reduces the weight a Bayesian investor places on their prior beliefs and

increases the weight placed on investor-speci�c signals which generates an increase in the

dispersion of portfolio holdings (but not attention) during downturns. Though not an explicit

prediction of the model, we test how cross-sectional dispersion in attention evolves during the

COVID crisis. Figure 4 presents the quarterly time-series of the dispersion in fund attention
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throughout the COVID period from 2019Q3 to 2020Q4. The dispersion of fund attention

is the average of wdev
it across all funds in the quarter where wdev

it =
∑

j

(
w∗

jt − wi
jt

)2
.5 w∗

jt

is the �attention market weight�, the sum of reading by all funds about �rm j in quarter

t divided by the sum of reading by all funds about all �rms in the quarter. wi
jt is fund

i's reading of �rm j in quarter t divided by the total reading of fund i about all �rms in

quarter t. The start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each

panel. The cross-sectional dispersion in attention to �rm-speci�c news increases from 0.092

(0.102) to 0.111 (0.122) for mutual funds (hedge funds) from Q4 of 2019 to Q1 of 2020 and

then declines to 0.080 (0.076) by Q4 of 2020. Fund attention exhibits a similar pattern of

dispersion during the crisis as seen in portfolio holdings.

Finally, we present measures of attention using more granular measures at the daily level.

We examine the daily reading activity of each fund in the year around the start of the COVID

crisis from October 2019 to October 2020. We construct readmt and readcdct at the daily level.

Figure 5 in the Appendix presents the time-series for each of these variables from October

2019 to October 2020: the average reading per fund about the CDC, labeled �COVID� and

the average reading per fund about aggregate �nancial markets, labeled �Macroeconomy�.

The Figure presents the trailing seven-day averages to smooth reading patterns on weekends

versus weekdays. We highlight in blue the period between February 11, 2020 (when the

World Health Organization announced the name of COVID-19) to March 15, 2020 (the start

of the shutdown in the United States). With these granular measures, we see a similar

increase in attention about aggregate signals and the macroeconomy.

Overall, we observe that, consistent with theory, investors pay much more attention to

aggregate signals during downturns and �rm-speci�c attention falls sharply. Moreover, we

observe an increase in the heterogeneity of fund attention to di�erent �rm-speci�c informa-

tion.

4 Investor Attention and Portfolio Allocation

In this section, we �rst examine the relationship between funds' investor attention and

portfolio allocations. In classic models of portfolio allocation (e.g., Markowitz (1952); Sharpe

(1964)), investors have unlimited attention capacity and learn all publicly available infor-

mation, which can lead to any arbitrary relationship between attention and portfolio hold-

ings. However, when there are constraints in attention capacity, fund managers must decide

how to allocate the attention e�ciently across di�erent assets (e.g., Peng and Xiong (2006);

Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2009); Kacperczyk et al. (2014); Kacperczyk et al. (2016)).

5Measure construction is discussed in Section 2.3.1.
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A common theoretical prediction of the literature is a positive association between attention

and portfolio holding. In these models, investors optimally choose to allocate their attention

and assets, subject to the limited attention capacity. In equilibrium, investors on average

would prefer to hold assets they are more informed about. Moreover, the returns would be

higher for assets an investor expects to hold a large position in, which can generate positive

feedback e�ects between attention and holdings. This latter prediction we test in Section 6.

The literature largely relies on the observable features of assets and portfolio holdings

to infer the attention allocations of individual investors. As Van Nieuwerburgh and Veld-

kamp (2010) note, while investor attention to various informational events are unobservable,

their model is able to make predictions about the relationship between observable features

of assets and portfolio holdings, which they test. We observe investor attention to various

informational events, making it possible for us to directly test the relationship between in-

vestor attention and portfolio holding. Therefore, we study the relationship between investor

attention and portfolio holdings on both the extensive and intensive margin. On the exten-

sive margin, we study the funds' attention for stocks they currently hold against those they

do not hold. On the intensive margin, we examine the relationship between attention and

the stock holding percentage among the stocks the funds' currently hold.

4.1 Investor Attention and Portfolio Holdings

Extensive Margin We �rst compare how investors allocate their limited attention be-

tween stocks currently in their portfolio and those they do not hold. We report the read ratio

for each fund type in the �rst row of Table 3.6 The fraction of reading about held �rms for

Mutual Funds is 38.6 percent. Hedge Fund attention is less focused on existing holdings

with a read ratio of 13.6 percent. We report the average number of �rms held across all

fund-quarter observations by fund type in the second row.

We average rphit and rpnhit by fund type and report the values in the third and fourth

rows of Table 3, respectively. Mutual fund reading per held �rm is higher than hedge fund

reading per held �rm by 21.6 percent and 16.7 percent, respectively. Hedge fund reading

about not held �rms is relatively higher than mutual fund reading at 3.1 percent and 2.8

percent, respectively.

Overall, we �nd that investor attention is highly concentrated on �rms in a fund's existing

portfolio. When accounting for the number of �rms in a fund's portfolio and comparing

reading per �rm between held �rms and non-held �rms, the di�erence becomes even sharper.

Reading about held �rms is stronger for mutual funds compared to hedge funds � hedge funds

6Section 2.3.2 outlines the construction of the measures used in this section.
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allocate relatively more attention to stocks they do not currently hold.

Intensive Margin Next, we study the relationship between attention and the relative

share of a �rm in a fund's portfolio. To study the intensive margin, we restrict our sample

to the set of held stocks, hijt > 0, resulting in approximately 8.3 million fund-�rm-quarter

observations. We run a set of regressions of fund reading on holdings:

iaijt = α + βhijt + µ+ ϵijt (13)

where iaijt and hijt are the investor attention measure and holding measure de�ned in Section

2.3.2, and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects.

Columns 1 through 5 of Table 4 present the results from the Equation 13 speci�cation

implemented with no �xed e�ects, time, �rm, �rm and time, and �rm×time �xed e�ects,

respectively. Standard errors are clustered at the �rm level across all speci�cations. We

document a strong positive association between ia and fund holdings. The coe�cient esti-

mate, β, on hijt is positive and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in all speci�cations. Based

on the coe�cient estimate, β, of 0.067 in the no �xed e�ect speci�cation in Column 1, a 10

percentage point increase in the fraction of a �rm in a fund's portfolio corresponds to a 0.67

percentage point increase in the share of reading about the �rm by the fund. The magnitude

of the coe�cient estimate is similar when time �xed e�ects are included. The β estimate in

the �rm �xed e�ect speci�cation in Column 3 is 0.015, suggesting that a 10 percent increase

in the fraction of a �rm in a fund's portfolio corresponds to a 0.15 percent increase in the

share of reading about the �rm. The coe�cient estimates are also approximately 0.015 when

�rm+time and �rm×time �xed e�ects are included, respectively. When �rm×time �xed

e�ects are included, e�ects coming from news production are excluded.

Our results are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical model in Van Nieuwer-

burgh and Veldkamp (2010). Fund attention is concentrated in the smaller set of �rms

currently held by the fund. Within the set of held �rms, attention is positively associated

with the magnitude of exposure to the �rm measured by the relative fraction a �rm comprises

of a fund's overall portfolio.

Cross-Section We study how the relationship between attention and portfolio holdings

varies across funds based on fund attention capacity and fund �nancial sophistication. We

measure fund attention capacity based on fund size, the level of fund reading, fund reading

per dollar of holdings, and reading concentration. Our measures of fund sophistication are

based on the reading breadth. For each measure, we sort fund-�rm-quarter observations into

two groups: high and low. Table 12 in the Appendix summarizes the di�erent measures and
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outlines their construction.

For fund size, we calculate the market value of each fund i's portfolio in each quarter t,

mvit =
∑

j sharesijt × pjt. We de�ne the sorting variable, high mvijt, to be 1 if a fund-�rm-

quarter observation is above the median fund size in a given quarter and 0 otherwise. For

fund reading, we sort observations based on the total reading of each fund i in each quarter t,∑
j readijt where j indexes �rms. We construct the associated sorting variable, high readijt,

to be 1 for fund-�rm-quarter observations above the median total fund reading in a given

quarter and 0 otherwise. We follow a similar procedure to sort �rms based on the total

reading of the fund divided by the dollar value of fund holdings: rpdit =
∑

j readijt∑
j sharesijt×pjt

. We

de�ne high rpdijt to be 1 for fund-�rm-quarter observations above the median rpdit in the

quarter and 0 otherwise. To construct the information capacity measure, we sort observations

based on reading concentration: concit =
∑

j ia
2
ijt where iaijt is the fraction of reading of

�rm j by fund i in quarter t as de�ned above in Equation 8. We de�ne high concijt to be 1

for fund-�rm-quarter observations above the median concit in the quarter and 0 otherwise.

Our measure of fund sophistication sorts observations based on the number of unique arti-

cles read divided by the total reading: read breadthijt =
uniqueijt
readijt

, where readijt is the number

of articles read by fund i about �rm j during quarter t and uniqueijt is the number of unique

articles read by fund i about �rm j during quarter t. Intuitively, read breadth measures

the breadth of sources the investors pay attention to and acquire information. We de�ne

high breadthijt to be 1 for fund-�rm-quarter observations above the median read breadthijt

in the quarter and 0 otherwise.

Using our sorting measures, we run the following speci�cation:

iaijt = α + β1hijt + β2highij,t−1 + β3hijt × highij,t−1 + ϵijt (14)

where iaijt is the fraction of reading by fund i about �rm j during quarter t, hijt is the

fraction of holdings of �rm j in fund i's portfolio at the end of quarter t, and highij,t−1 is

one of the sorting variables described above. The sorting variables are constructed using

time t − 1 information from the previous quarter. Each column of Table 5 presents the

results from the regression in Equation 14 implemented for a di�erent sorting variable. We

cluster standard errors by fund and include �rm×time �xed e�ects to remove e�ects from

production of news.

The estimates for the coe�cient on iaijt remain positive and signi�cant at the 1 per-

cent level in all speci�cations. We focus our discussion on the interaction term coe�cient,

β3. Column 1 presents the results based on the fund size sorting variable, high mv. The

coe�cient on the interaction term is -0.005 and signi�cant at the 1 percent level. The

attention-holdings relationship is attenuated for larger funds. Column 2 presents the results
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based on the total reading sorting variable, high read. The coe�cient on the interaction

term is -0.025 and is signi�cant at the 1 percent level. The interaction term in the read-

ing per dollar sort speci�cation shown in Column 3 is also negative and signi�cant at the

1 percent level. Column 4 presents the results based on the reading concentration sorting

variable, high conc. The interaction term is 0.057 and is signi�cant at the 1 percent level.

The relationship between investor attention and fund holdings is weaker for larger funds,

funds with higher total reading, higher reading per dollar invested, and funds with a lower

concentration of reading. To the extent that large size, higher reading (in level and per

dollar), and less reading concentration proxy for fund attention capacity, these results in-

dicate a weaker relationship between attention and holdings for less attention constrained

funds. These results are in line with the theoretical predictions because funds that are more

attention constrained would allocate optimally choose to allocate their scarce attention to

the most value-relevant news, leading to a pronounced relationship between attention and

portfolio holding (e.g., Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010); Kacperczyk et al. (2016)).

Our measure of fund sophistication is highbreadth, the unique articles read divided by the

reading of the fund about the �rm. Columns 5 presents the results of the fund sophistication

speci�cation. The coe�cients on the interaction terms is 0.018 which is signi�cant at the

1 percent level. To the extent that high breadth of reading about a �rm proxy for fund

sophistication, the relationship between attention and fund holdings is stronger for more

sophisticated funds. These results are consistent with the view that sophisticated funds

are better in identifying value-relevant news, leading to a pronounced relationship between

attention and portfolio holding.

4.2 Predicting Changes in Fund Holdings

In this subsection, we continue to explore the relationship between attention and holding

by studying whether investor attention can predict future changes in fund holdings. We

construct the change in investor attention for fund i about �rm j from quarter t− 1 to t as:

∆iaijt = iaijt − iaij,t−1 (15)

where iaijt is the fraction of reading about �rm j by fund i over quarter t as de�ned in

Equation 8. Similarly, we de�ne the change in holdings for fund i about �rm j from quarter

t to t+ 1 as:

∆hsij,t+1 = log (1 + hsij,t+1)− log (1 + hsijt) (16)
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where hsijt is the number of shares of �rm j held by fund i at the end of quarter t.7

Held Stocks We �rst restrict our sample to �rms held at time t. We regress the change

in fund holdings from the end of quarter t to t+ 1 on the change in attention from quarter

t− 1 to t:

∆hsij,t+1 = α + β∆iaijt + µ+ ϵij,t (17)

where ∆hs and ∆ia are changes in holdings and changes in investor attention de�ned above,

and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects.

Columns 1 to 5 in Panel A of Table 6 present the results of speci�cations with no �xed

e�ects, time, �rm, �rm and time, and �rm×time �xed e�ects, respectively. The coe�cient

on ∆ia is negative and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in all speci�cations. In the baseline

speci�cation without �xed e�ects, the coe�cient estimate for β of -0.412 indicates that 1

percentage point increase in the fraction of reading about �rm j corresponds to a 0.4 percent

decrease in holdings next quarter. The magnitude of the coe�cient estimate, β, is largest in

the �rm×time �xed e�ect speci�cation in Column 5.

Increases in attention by funds about held stocks predicts future selling. We focus on

changes in shares held in order to avoid confounding stock return performance and invest-

ment decisions. The relationship between attention and future trading is not clear ex ante:

attention to existing holdings may also signal interest in increasing holdings.

Not Held Stocks Next, we study the relationship between investor attention and trading

for stocks not held in a fund's portfolio. We regress changes in holdings on changes in

attention following the speci�cation in Equation 17, restricted to the sample of non-held

stocks. This sample includes fund-�rm-quarter observations with zero holding and zero

reading resulting in 136.5 million observations. Columns 1 through 5 in Panel B of Table

6 present the results with the same set of �xed e�ects used in Panel A: no �xed e�ects,

time, �rm, �rm and time, and �rm×time �xed e�ects, respectively. The coe�cient on ∆iaijt

is positive in all speci�cations and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in every speci�cation,

except the �rm×time regression where it is signi�cant at the 10 percent level. The coe�cient

estimate in the baseline speci�cation with no �xed e�ect of 0.173 indicates that a 1 percentage

point increase in the fraction of reading by fund i about �rm j from quarter t − 1 to t

7We obtain similar results using change in market value of the position: ∆hijt = hijt − hij,t−1 where
hijt is the market value of fund i's holding in �rm j at the end of quarter t. We use change in shares held in
our main speci�cation to avoid confounding change in holdings with stock returns. We study stock return
predictability in the next section.
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corresponds with a 0.17 percent increase in holdings of �rm j by fund i from the end of

quarter t to t+ 1.

Our results are consistent with existing empirical �ndings in the attention literature,

which �nd a positive association between buying activity and measures of attention such as

high trading volume, extreme returns, or news articles (Barber and Odean (2008)). We note

that one limitation of the data is that we do not observe short selling. While many of the

funds we study are long-only (by mandate or by requirement), the lack of short-selling data

may a�ect our measures of hedge fund trading activity.

Buy Sell Indicators As an additional test, we run similar predictability regressions using

buy and sell indicators rather than changes in holdings. We de�ne sellij,t+1 as 1 ∆hsij,t+1 < 0

and 0 otherwise. We de�ne buyij,t+1 as 1 if ∆hsij,t+1 > 0 and 0 otherwise. We study the

sample of held stocks consisting of 7.9 million fund-�rm-quarter observations and run the

following regression of sell indicator on change in investor attention:

sellij,t+1 = α + β∆iaijt + ϵij,t+1 (18)

where ∆iaijt is the change in investor attention de�ned in Equation 15. Columns 1 through 5

in Panel A of Table 7 present the results of this speci�cation with no �xed e�ects, time, �rm,

�rm plus time, and �rm×time �xed e�ects, respectively. The coe�cient on ∆iaijt is positive

and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in all speci�cations. In the baseline speci�cation with

no �xed e�ects, the coe�cient estimate of 0.740 indicates that a 1 percentage point increase

in the fraction of fund i reading about �rm j corresponds to a 0.74 percentage point increase

in the likelihood of fund i buying shares of �rm j in the next quarter.

We then study the sample of non-held stocks and run the following speci�cation:

buyij,t+1 = α + β∆iaijt + ϵij,t+1 (19)

Columns 1 through 5 of Panel B of Table 7 present the results of this speci�cation with

the same sets of �xed e�ects as in Panel A. The coe�cient estimate on ∆iaijt is posi-

tive in all speci�cations and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in every speci�cation, except

the �rm×time �xed e�ect regression. The coe�cient of 0.017 in the baseline speci�cation

indicates that a 1 percentage point increase in the fraction of fund reading about a �rm cor-

responds with a 0.017 percentage point increase in the likelihood of the fund buying shares

of the �rm in the next quarter.
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5 Determinants of Investor Attention

In this section, we examine the potential determinants of fund attention, including fac-

tors beyond fund holdings. We study the relationship between investor attention and �rm

characteristics, and whether the relationship changes during economic downturns. Finally,

we conduct a variance decomposition of investor attention.

5.1 Firm Characteristics

We examine the relationship between investor attention and �rm characteristics. We

obtain �nancial data from COMPUSTAT from �rm quarterly reports and pricing data from

CRSP. We construct �rm variables based on investor attention prior to the end of quarter

t− 1. We regress iaijt on these lagged �rm variables using the sample of held �rms:

iaijt = α + δ1β
capm
j,t−1 + δ2sizej,t−1 + δ3bmj,t−1

+δ4abs (rj,t−1) + δ5roaj,t−1 + µ+ ϵijt (20)

where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t as de�ned in Equation

8, βcapm
j,t−1 is lagged CAPM beta calculated using the trailing 252 daily returns ending on the

last day of quarter t− 1, sizej,t−1 is lagged log �rm market capitalization, bmj,t−1 is lagged

�rm book-to-market, abs (rj,t−1) is the quarterly returns of �rm j in quarters t− 1, roaj,t−1

is the lagged return of assets, and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects.

Columns 1 through 6 of Table 8 present the results from the regression speci�cation in

Equation 20 with no �xed e�ects, time, �rm, fund, �rm and time, and fund×time �xed

e�ects, respectively. Standard errors are clustered by fund in each speci�cation. Across all

speci�cations, the coe�cient on CAPM beta is positive and signi�cant at the 1 percent level.

The coe�cient estimate of 0.04 in the baseline speci�cation indicates that a one standard

deviation increase in beta (0.420 in the sample) is associated with a 0.017 percentage point

increase in the fraction of reading about a �rm, which is about a 10 percent increase of

the sample mean (0.173 percent) for held companies. In other words, funds allocate more

attention to higher beta stocks, which is consistent with the prediction of Kacperczyk et al.

(2016) as high beta stocks provide information on both the �rm itself and the aggregate

economy.

The coe�cient on size is positive in the speci�cations without �xed e�ects but is negative

when �rm �xed e�ect is included. The coe�cient estimate of 0.142 in the baseline speci-

�cation indicates that a one standard deviation increase in �rm size (2.116 in the sample)
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is associated with a 0.300 percentage point increase in the share of reading about a �rm.

The coe�cient on book-to-market is positive and signi�cant at the 1 percent level across

all speci�cations indicating that funds tilt attention towards value �rms. Based on the

magnitude of the coe�cient of 0.065 in the baseline speci�cation, a one standard deviation

increase in book-to-market (0.735 in the sample) is associated with a 0.048 percentage point

increase in the share of reading about a �rm. The coe�cients on absolute value of lagged

returns are positive in the no �xed e�ect, time, fund, and fund plus time �xed e�ect speci-

�cations. The coe�cient become negative in the �rm plus time �xed e�ect speci�cation for

abs (rj,t−1) . These results indicate that high abs (rj,t−1) companies are attention-grabbing,

which is assumed in several studies (e.g., Barber and Odean (2008); Kempf et al. (2017)). In

the baseline speci�cation, the coe�cient on abs (rj,t−1) is 0.120 so a one standard deviation

increase in the absolute value of prior quarter returns (0.289) is associated with a 0.035

percentage point increase in the fraction of reading about a �rm. Finally, the coe�cient on

return on assets is negative in every speci�cation except with �rm plus time �xed e�ect.

Based on the coe�cient in the baseline speci�cation of -0.139, a one standard deviation

increase in return on assets (0.220) is associated with a 0.031 percentage point decrease in

the share of reading about a �rm � funds allocate more attention to �rms with lower roa or

�rms that are underperforming.

Our results indicate a strong relationship between �rm characteristics and investor at-

tention: attention is higher for large �rms, value �rms, �rms with high beta, low return-on-

assets, and high absolute value of past returns.

5.2 Firm Characteristics and Crisis

We characterize how the relationship between investor attention and �rm characteristic

changes during the COVID crisis. We de�ne the dummy variable, covidt, as 1 during the

two quarters of 2020 and 0 otherwise. Following a similar speci�cation to Equation 20 in

subsection 5.1, we regress iaijt on �rm characteristics interacted with covidt:

iaijt = α + δ1β
capm
j,t−1 + δ2sizej,t−1 + δ3bmj,t−1

+δ4abs (rj,t−1) + δ5roaj,t−1 + η1covidt × βcapm
j,t−1

+η2covidt × sizej,t−1 + η3covidt × bmj,t−1

+η4covidt × abs (rj,t−1) + η5covidt × roaj,t−1

+γcovidt + µ+ ϵijt (21)
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We restrict the sample to held �rms resulting in 7.9 million observations.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 9 report the regression results with time, and time plus �rm

�xed e�ects respectively. All standard errors are clustered by fund. We focus our discussion

on the coe�cients, η, of the interaction terms. The cross-term on CAPM beta or η1, is

negative and signi�cant at the 1 percent level in the two speci�cations. That is, funds de-

crease their attention for �rms with high beta during economic downturns. Kacperczyk et al.

(2016) theoretical show that investors would shift their attention from acquiring �rm-speci�c

information to aggregate information during downturns. To obtain aggregate information,

investors can either directly acquire aggregate news or acquire information about compa-

nies with high beta, which contain information about the aggregate economy. We �nd

that, in downturns, investors shift attention toward aggregate information, but they do not

pay more attention to companies with high beta. The coe�cient estimates on the cross-

term of abs (rj,t−1) with covid are positive which shows that the attention grabbing e�ect

of abs (rj,t−1) is stronger during downturns. The coe�cient estimate on the cross-term of

roa is signi�cantly negative, suggesting that funds increase attention to companies that are

underperforming. The cross-terms on �rm size, η2, and on bm, η3, are positive and signi�cant

at the 1 percent level in all speci�cations, suggesting that funds pay more attention to larger

companies and value companies during economic downturns.

5.3 Variance Decomposition of Investor Attention

In this section, we explore patterns in attention by decomposing the variance of fund

attention into several components: �xed fund characteristics, �xed �rm characteristics, com-

mon variation in investor attention over time, and a residual component. We run the fol-

lowing speci�cations:

iaijt = ϕi + ϵ1,ijt (22)

iaijt = µj + ϵ2,ijt (23)

iaijt = ρt + ϵ3,ijt (24)

Our panel contains three dimensions: fund, �rm, and quarter. We include interaction

terms across each dimension and explore the joint e�ect of �rm cross time, fund cross time,

and fund cross �rm �xed e�ects in the following speci�cations:
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iaijt = µj × ϕi + µj + ϕi + ϵ4,ijt (25)

iaijt = µj × ρt + µj + ρt + ϵ5,ijt (26)

iaijt = ϕi × ρt + ϕi + ρt + ϵ6,ijt (27)

Table 10 presents the results of these speci�cations. The table is divided into three parts:

the �rst two columns contain results based on the sub-sample of 9.0 million observations with

non-zero reading; Columns 3 and 4 present the results based on the sub-sample of 2.1 million

observations with non-zero reading and non-zero holdings; the last two columns contain the

results for the sub-sample of 6.8 million observations with non-zero holdings. Within each

section of the table, the �rst column and second columns measure investor attention using

iaijt and the log of total reading, log (readijt), respectively. Each row presents the adjusted

R-squared from the regression speci�cations above based on the �xed e�ects indicated on

the left.

The �rst column documents the results for the non-zero reading sub-sample using iaijt.

The adjusted R-squared from the fund �xed e�ects speci�cation in Equation 23 is 11.7

percent. Firm �xed e�ects shown in the second row explain 33.7 percent of the variation in

iaijt. The adjusted R-squared with time �xed e�ects from Equation 24 is 0.0 percent. Firm

and fund �xed e�ects explain a large portion of the variation in investor attention, while

time �xed e�ects explain almost none of the variation in reading.

The fourth, �fth, and sixth rows present the adjusted R-squareds from the interacted

�xed e�ects speci�cations from Equations 25, 26, and 27. Fund×Time �xed e�ects explain

29.7 percent of the variation in investor attention which is higher than the fund �xed e�ect R-

squared of 11.7 percent, indicating the importance of time-series variation in iaijt within fund.

Firm × Time �xed e�ects explain 47 percent of the variation in iaijt, an increase over the

�rm �xed e�ect R-squared of 33.7 percent: time-series variation in investor attention within

�rm can explain a portion of the variation that �rm �xed e�ects alone cannot. Fund×Firm

�xed e�ects explain 55.1 percent of the variation in iaijt which indicates that the majority

of investor attention variation is explained by fund-�rm pairs.

Column 2 presents results measuring investor attention using log of reading, log (readijt),

instead of iaijt. Fund �xed e�ects and �rm �xed e�ects explain 13.5 percent and 11.8 percent

of the variation in log (readijt), respectively. Similar to the iaijt result, time �xed e�ects

explain 0.2 percent of the variation in log (readijt). Rows 4 through 6 show the results from

the interacted �xed e�ect speci�cations in Equations 25, 26, and 27. Fund × Time and
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Firm × Time �xed e�ects have R-squareds of 15.5 percent and 14.8 percent respectively.

Both are only slightly higher than the Fund and Firm �xed e�ects speci�cations. Firm ×
Fund �xed e�ects explain 72.1 percent of the variation in log (readijt). Fund-�rm pairs are

an even more important factor in log reading.

Interestingly, the patterns in R-squared documented in the all reading sample for both

iaijt and log (readijt) are similar in the held stocks sample and the not held stocks sample.

Time �xed e�ects explain little of the variation in investor attention. Fund and Firm �xed

e�ects play a much larger role and Fund × Firm �xed e�ects explain the majority of the

overall variation in both ia and log (read). Overall, these results indicate that funds have

attention habitats: funds allocate attention to the same set of �rms with limited time-

series variation in attention. This result echoes patterns of under-diversi�cation in fund

portfolios documented empirically and studied in Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010).

This pattern may arise when funds believe they have an informational edge in a small set

of �rms such as in the home-bias literature (Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2009)) or

when attention and fund holdings exhibit a positive feedback e�ect with information making

investment more attractive which in turn increases the return to information production.

6 Investor Attention and Stock Returns

In this section, we test whether attention by funds conveys valuable information about

future �rm returns. One of the key assumption in the theoretical literature of limited at-

tention is that funds may allocate attention to acquire value-relevant information about

companies. Because funds may gather both favorable and unfavorable information, we thus

test the return predictability for attention when funds increase their portfolio holdings for a

company versus when they decrease their portfolio holdings.

We construct separate measures based on the investor attention of investment advis-

ers and of hedge funds, respectively.8 For each type of investor, we construct two mea-

sures: the reading of funds which have recently increased holdings in the stock, ialfjt (in-

vestor attention long) where j indexes �rms, t indexes time and f indexes fund type f ∈
{Investment Adviser,Hedge Fund}; and the reading of funds which have recently de-

creased holdings in the stock, iasfjt (investor attention sell). Both measures are simple

extensions of the baseline iait measure from Equation 8. Speci�cally, we construct ialfjt as:

ialfjt =
1

N f
j,q−1

∑
i

iaijt × 1buyij,q−1
× 1fund typei=f (28)

8We use the groupings derived from the Factset fund classi�cation described in subsection 2.4: Investment
Advisers; Hedge Funds; Banks-Brokers; and Other.
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where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in month t compared to the fund's

total reading activity about all �rms in the month (the monthly version of the baseline

measure Equation 8), 1fund typei=f is a dummy variable equal to 1 if fund i is type f ∈
{Investment Adviser,Hedge Fund} and 0 otherwise, 1buyij,q−1

is a dummy variable equal

to 1 if fund i increased the number of shares held of �rm j from quarter q − 2 to q − 1 and

0 otherwise, and N f
j,q−1 is the number of funds that increased their position in �rm j in the

prior quarter. We index monthly reading by t and quarterly holdings by q since we construct

our reading measure at the monthly frequency while holdings are reported at the quarterly

frequency. ialfjt is the average reading activity, ia, of funds which increased their position in

�rm j in the previous quarter. We construct iasfjt as:

iasfjt =
1

N f
j,q−1

∑
i

iaijt × 1sellij,q−1
× 1fund typei=f (29)

where iaijt and 1fund typei=f are as de�ned above and 1sellij,q−1
is a dummy variable equal to

1 if fund i decreased the number of shares held of �rm j from quarter q − 2 to q − 1 and 0

otherwise, and N f
j,q−1 is the number of funds that decreased their position in �rm j in the

prior quarter. iasfjt is the average ia of funds which decreased their position in �rm j in the

previous quarter.

We implement the Fama-MacBeth procedure to test the predictive power of these mea-

sures on future stock returns. In our �rst speci�cation, we test ialfjt and iasfjt constructed

using mutual fund reading activity. In our second speci�cation, we test these measures con-

structed using hedge fund reading activity. In both speci�cations, we include controls for

lagged �rm market capitalization (sizej,t−1), lagged �rm book-to-market (bmj,t−1), lagged

�rm CAPM beta (βcapm
j,t−1 ), and lagged �rm idiosyncratic volatility (ivcapmj,t−1). Lagged variables

are based on �rm �nancial and pricing data available at the end of quarter t − 1. In each

quarter t we run the cross-sectional regression:

rj,t+1 = αt+ δ1,tial
f
jt+ δ2,tias

f
jt+ δ3,tsizej,t−1+ δ4,tbmj,t−1+ δ5,tβ

capm
j,t−1 + δ6,tiv

capm
j,t−1 + ϵj,t+1 (30)

where rj,t+1 is the monthly return of stock j and the independent variables are as described

above.

Table 11 presents the coe�cient estimates with Fama-MacBeth standard errors in paren-

theses below. The �rst column presents results based on measures constructed using mutual

fund data (ialmf
jt , iasmf

jt ). The coe�cient estimates ial is 0.147 with a t-statistic of 1.523 and

the coe�cient estimate on ias -0.119 with a t-statistic of 1.068. The sign of the coe�cients

indicates that attention by mutual funds which have recently increased (decreased) holdings
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in a �rm is associated with higher (lower) future returns but neither coe�cients are signi�-

cant at the 10 percent level. The second column presents results based on hedge fund data

(ialhfjt , ias
hf
jt ). The coe�cient estimate for ial is 0.144 and signi�cant at the 5 percent level.

The coe�cient estimate for ias is -0.112 and is signi�cant at the 10 percent level. Overall,

hedge fund activities are more value relevant than mutual fund activities.

7 Conclusion

We study investor attention to various informational events using proprietary data on

the daily internet news reading of over 3,000 �nancial �rms from October 2017 to June 2021.

We measure fund-level investor attention of �rm-speci�c news, aggregate conditions and the

macroeconomy, and other topics, and link this data with portfolio holdings.

We document several regularities in investor attention. In the time-series, macroeco-

nomic conditions drive trends in attention with fund's focusing on �rm-speci�c information

during normal times and aggregate signals during crisis periods. Moreover, the dispersion in

attention to di�erent �rm-speci�c information across funds increases. In the cross-section,

funds predominantly pay attention to assets they hold. The relationship between attention

and portfolio holdings is stronger for funds with limited attention capacity and more so-

phisticated funds. Investor attention exhibits clear habitats with the majority of variation

driven by fund and �rm e�ects. We also �nd that investor attention predicts both future

fund trading and future stock returns.
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8 Tables & Graphs

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Investor - Firm - Quarter

Observations 167,153,700
Non-zero reading (obs) 8,987,609
Non-zero holdings (obs) 8,620,396

Non-zero Holdings

Non-zero reading (obs) 2,139,002
Non-zero reading (%) 24.8
Average (iaijt) (%) 0.173
σ (iaijt) (%) 1.54

Zero holdings

Non-zero reading (obs) 6,848,607
Non-zero reading (%) 4.3
Average (iaijt) (%) 0.031
σ (iaijt) (%) 0.67

Table 1 reports summary statistics of the reading and holding panel data.
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Table 2: Fund Type - Characteristics

Panel A: Holdings
Firms Held MV (MM)

Mean Med Mean Med
Investment Adviser 191 86 7,605 289
Hedge Fund 103 18 4,861 287
Broker-Dealer 530 360 14,800 838
Other 257 100 9,020 590
Unmatched 121 61 4,457 86

Panel B: Reading
Articles Read Articles

F irm

Mean Med Mean Med
Investment Adviser 9,078 430 17 7
Hedge Fund 23,447 551 23 8
Broker-Dealer 66,604 1,690 55 12
Other 88,617 3,085 72 16
Unmatched 4,606 220 12 6

Table 2 reports summary statistics of reading activity and holdings for all funds that hold assets in our
sample split by fund type: Investment Adviser; Hedge Fund; Broker-Dealer; Other; and Unmatched. Panel
A presents statistics for the number of �rms held in a fund's portfolio and the dollar fund size in millions.
Panel B presents the mean and median of quarterly total �nancial articles read and quarterly total �nancial
articles read per �rm.
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Table 3: Investor Attention: Held versus not held

Mutual Fund Hedge Fund Bank/Broker Other

read ratio 0.386 0.136 0.581 0.418
firms held 191 103 530 257
rph 0.216 0.167 0.409 0.429
rpnh 0.028 0.031 0.093 0.120

Table 3 reports statistics describing reading about �rms held versus not held in a fund's portfolio. read ratio
is the average across all funds of the held to total reading percentage: the total number of articles read in
the quarter about �rms in a fund's portfolio divided by the total number of �nancial articles read in the
quarter by the fund. firms held is the average number of �rms held in a fund's portfolio. rph is the average
across all funds of the average number of articles read about �rms in the fund's portfolio each quarter. rpnh
is the average across all funds of the average number of articles read about �rms not held by a fund.
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Table 4: Contemporaneous Fund Holdings and Reading, Held stocks

iaijt
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

hijt 0.067*** 0.067*** 0.015*** 0.015*** 0.016***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Constant 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Fixed E�ects N Time Firm Firm+ Time Firm× Time
R-Squared 0.011 0.011 0.322 0.322 0.480
Obs 8,302,763 8,302,763 8,302,763 8,302,763 8,302,715

Table 4 reports the contemporaneous investor attention on holdings results from the speci�cation:

iaijt = α+ βhijt + µ+ ϵijt

Where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t compared to the fund's total reading
activity about all �rms in the quarter from Equation 8 and hijt is the fraction that �rm j comprises of fund
i's portfolio at the end of quarter t from Equation 9. Each column presents the results of speci�cations using
di�erent sets of �xed e�ects: None, Time, Firm, Firm + Time, Firm × Time. We report coe�cients,
standard errors clustered by fund in parentheses, the adjusted R-squareds, and the number of observations.
Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 5: Reading on Holding: Cross-sectional

iaijt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

hijt 0.017*** 0.021*** 0.035*** 0.009*** 0.011***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

high mvijt 0.000

(0.000)

hijt × high mvijt -0.005***

(0.002)

high readijt 0.000

(0.000)

hijt × high readijt -0.025***

(0.002)

high rpdijt 0.000**

(0.000)

hijt × high rpdijt -0.029***

(0.002)

high concijt 0.000***

(0.000)

hijt × high concijt 0.057***

(0.005)

high breadthijt 0.000***

(0.000)

hijt × high breadthijt 0.018***

(0.002)

Fixed E�ects Firm× T ime Firm× T ime Firm× T ime Firm× T ime Firm× T ime

R-squared 0.472 0.473 0.473 0.473 0.473

N 7,965,306 7,965,306 7,965,306 7,965,306 7,965,306

Table 5 presents results from contemporaneous investor attention on holdings regression with fund charac-
teristic dummy variables:

iaijt = α+ β1hijt + β2highij,t−1 + β3hijt × highij,t−1 + ϵijt

Where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t compared to the fund's total reading
activity about all �rms in the quarter from Equation 8 and hijt is the fraction that �rm j comprises of fund i's
portfolio at the end of quarter t from Equation 9, and highij,t−1 is a dummy variable which sorts funds based
on attention capacity or sophistication. Each column presents the results using a di�erent dummy variable
(the di�erent sorting variables are described in Table 12). We report coe�cients, standard errors clustered
by fund in parentheses, the adjusted R-squareds, and the number of observations. Statistical signi�cance is
represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 6: Changes in Holdings and Reading

Panel A: Held

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆iaijt -0.412*** -0.397*** -0.679*** -0.736*** -1.253***

(0.074) (0.073) (0.073) (0.072) (0.069)

Constant -0.983*** -0.983*** -0.983*** -0.983*** -0.983***

(0.031) (0.031) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034)

Fixed E�ects N T ime Firm Firm+ T ime Firm× T ime

R-squared 0.000 0.003 0.035 0.038 0.094

N 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,654

Panel B: Not Held

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆iaijt 0.173*** 0.164*** 0.088*** 0.078*** 0.035*

(0.019) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.019)

Constant 0.057*** 0.057*** 0.057*** 0.057*** 0.057***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Fixed E�ects N T ime Firm Firm+ T ime Firm× T ime

R-squared 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.006

N 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519

Table 6 reports the results from the change in holdings on change in attention regression:

∆hsij,t+1 = α+ β∆iaijt + µ+ ϵij,t

Where ∆hsij,t+1 = log (1 + hsij,t+1)−log (1 + hsijt) is the growth in shares owned (the change in log number
of shares of �rm j held by fund i from the end of quarter t to t+ 1), ∆iaijt = iaijt − iaij,t−1 is the change
in investor attention (the change in the fraction of reading about �rm j by fund i from quarter t− 1 to t),
and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects. Panel A documents results from the sample restricted to �rms
held in a fund's portfolio at time t. Panel B documents results from the sample of �rms not held in a fund's
portfolio at time t. Each column presents the results of speci�cations using di�erent sets of �xed e�ects:
None, Time, Firm, Firm+ Time, Firm× Time.
We report coe�cients, standard errors clustered by fund in parentheses, the adjusted R-squareds, and the
number of observations. Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 7: Buy Sell Indicators

Panel A: Held, sellij,t+1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆iaijt 0.740*** 0.743*** 0.742*** 0.750*** 0.815***

(0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.019)

Constant 0.493*** 0.493*** 0.493*** 0.493*** 0.493***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Fixed E�ects N T ime Firm Firm+ T ime Firm× T ime

R-squared 0.000 0.001 0.007 0.008 0.024

N 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,684 7,891,654

Panel B: Not Held, buyij,t+1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆iaijt 0.017*** 0.016*** 0.008*** 0.007*** 0.003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Constant 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.007***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Fixed E�ects N T ime Firm Firm+ T ime Firm× T ime

R-squared 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.006 0.007

N 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519 136,463,519

Table 7 reports the results from the buy and sell indicators on change in investor attention regression:

sellij,t+1 = α+ β∆iaijt + µ+ ϵij,t

Where sellij,t+1 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if fund i increased its position in �rm j from quarter t to
t + 1 and zero otherwise, ∆iaijt = iaijt − iaij,t−1 is the change in investor attention (the change in the
fraction of reading about �rm j by fund i from quarter t − 1 to t), and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed
e�ects. Panel A documents results from the sample restricted to �rms held in a fund's portfolio at time t.
Panel B documents results from the sample of �rms not held in a fund's portfolio at time t. The regression
speci�cation in Panel B uses the dummy variable buyij,t+1 which indicates future buying. Each column
presents the results of speci�cations using di�erent sets of �xed e�ects: None, Time, Firm, Firm+ Time,
Firm × Time. We report coe�cients, standard errors clustered by fund in parentheses, the adjusted R-
squareds, and the number of observations. Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 8: Reading on Stock Characteristics

iaijt (in percentage)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

beta 0.040*** 0.042*** 0.011*** 0.039*** 0.021*** 0.041***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

size 0.142*** 0.142*** -0.012*** 0.141*** -0.022*** 0.143***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.003)

bm 0.065*** 0.065*** 0.015*** 0.064*** 0.010*** 0.065***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.003)

abs (rt−1) 0.120*** 0.142*** 0.007*** 0.111*** -0.010*** 0.134***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004)

roa -0.139*** -0.137*** -0.007** -0.118*** 0.001 -0.116***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.003) (0.006) (0.003) (0.006)

Constant -3.155*** -3.182*** 0.442*** -3.152*** 0.668*** -3.183***

(0.070) (0.071) (0.028) (0.077) (0.030) (0.078)

Fixed E�ects N T ime Firm Fund Firm+ T ime Fund+ T ime

R-squared 0.029 0.029 0.337 0.035 0.337 0.035

N 7,879,319 7,879,319 7,879,319 7,879,288 7,879,319 7,879,288

Table 8 presents the results of the investor attention on �rm characteristics regression:

iaijt = α+ δ1β
capm
j,t−1 + δ2sizej,t−1 + δ3bmj,t−1 +

δ4abs (rj,t−1) + δ5roaj,t−1 + µ+ ϵijt

where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t as de�ned in Equation 8, βcapm
j,t−1

is lagged CAPM beta calculated using the trailing 252 daily returns ending on the last day of quarter
t− 1, sizej,t−1 is lagged �rm market capitalization, bmj,t−1 is lagged �rm book-to-market, abs (rj,t−1) is the
absolute value of quarterly returns of �rm j in quarters t− 1, roaj,t−1 is the lagged return of assets, and µ
denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects. Each column presents the results of speci�cations using di�erent sets
of �xed e�ects: None, Time, Firm, Firm+Time, Fund+Time. We report coe�cients (multiplied by 100
for readability), standard errors clustered by fund in parentheses, the adjusted R-squareds, and the number
of observations. Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 9: Reading on Stock Characteristics During the Crisis

iaijt (in percentage)

(1) (2)

βcapm 0.059*** 0.032***

(0.004) (0.002)

size 0.138*** -0.026***

(0.003) (0.001)

bm 0.063*** 0.009***

(0.003) (0.001)

abs (rt−1) 0.155*** -0.025***

(0.004) (0.002)

roa -0.106*** 0.014***

(0.006) (0.003)

covid× βcapm -0.132*** -0.077***

(0.005) (0.004)

covid× size 0.035*** 0.028***

(0.002) (0.001)

covid× bm 0.060*** 0.022***

(0.003) (0.002)

covid× abs (rt−1) 0.091*** 0.014***

(0.006) (0.003)

covid× roa -0.242*** -0.229***

(0.009) (0.010)

Time Fixed E�ects X X

Firm Fixed E�ects X

R-squared 0.030 0.338

N 7,879,211 7,879,211

Table 9 presents the results of the investor attention on �rm characteristics with covidt dummy regression:

iaijt = α+ δ1β
capm
j,t−1 + δ2sizej,t−1 + δ3bmj,t−1

+δ4abs (rj,t−1) + δ5roaj,t−1 + η1covidt × βcapm
j,t−1

+η2covidt × sizej,t−1 + η3covidt × bmj,t−1

+η4covidt × abs (rj,t−1) + η5covidt × roaj,t−1

+γcovidt + µ+ ϵijt

where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter t as de�ned in Equation 8, covidt
is a dummy variable equal to 1 during 2020Q1 and 2020Q2 and 0 otherwise., βcapm

j,t−1 is lagged CAPM beta
calculated using the trailing 252 daily returns ending on the last day of quarter t − 1, sizej,t−1 is lagged
�rm market capitalization, bmj,t−1 is lagged �rm book-to-market, abs (rj,t−1) is the absolute value of the
last quarterly return, roaj,t−1 is the lagged return of assets, the interaction terms include all terms between
covidt and the �rm variables, and µ denotes di�erent sets of �xed e�ects. Coe�cients are multiplied by 100
for readability. Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Table 10: Fixed E�ects

All (N=8,987,612) Held (N=2,139,002) Not held (N=6,848,610)

iaijt log (read) iaijt log (read) iaijt log (read)

Fund 0.117 0.135 0.143 0.163 0.117 0.133

Firm 0.337 0.118 0.361 0.134 0.332 0.120

Time 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002

Fund× Time 0.297 0.155 0.282 0.188 0.306 0.157

Firm× Time 0.470 0.148 0.518 0.172 0.457 0.154

Firm× Fund 0.551 0.721 0.566 0.768 0.568 0.697

Table 10 presents the results of �xed e�ect regression speci�cations from Equations 22, 23, 24, 27, 26, and
25. The table is divided into three parts: the �rst two columns contain results based on the sub-sample of
9.0 million observations with non-zero reading; Columns 3 and 4 present the results based on the sub-sample
of 2.1 million observations with non-zero reading and non-zero holdings; the last two columns contain the
results for the sub-sample of 6.8 million observations with non-zero holdings. Within each section of the
table, the �rst column and second columns measure investor attention using iaijt and the log of total reading,
log (readijt), respectively. Each row presents the adjusted R-squared from the regression speci�cations above
based on the �xed e�ects indicated on the left: Fund, Firm, Time, and each pairwise combination.
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Table 11: Return Predictability

Mutual Fund Hedge Fund

ialjt 0.147 0.144**

(1.523) (1.980)

iasjt -0.119 -0.112*

(-1.068) (-1.779)

size 0.000 0.000

(-0.094) (0.171)

bm -0.009* -0.012***

(-1.906) (-2.315)

βcapm 0.012 0.013

(1.444) (1.362)

ivcapm 0.269 0.374

(1.099) (1.290)

Firms 2,545 2,476

Months 39 39

Table 11 presents the stock return predictability results based on aggregated attention variables: ialfjt and iasfjt where j indexes

�rms, t indexes time, and f indexes fund type. ialfjt is constructed as:

ialfjt =
1

Nf
j,q−1

∑
i

iaijt × 1buyij,q−1
× 1fund typei=f

where iaijt is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in month t compared to the fund's total reading activity about
all �rms in the month (the monthly version of the baseline measure Equation 8), 1fundtypei=f is a dummy variable equal
to 1 if fund i is type f ∈ {Investment Adviser,Hedge Fund} and 0 otherwise, 1buyij,q−1

is a dummy variable equal to 1 if

fund i increased the number of shares held of �rm j from quarter q − 2 to q − 1 and 0 otherwise, and Nf
j,q−1 is the number

of funds that increased their position in �rm j in the prior quarter. We index monthly reading by t and quarterly holdings
by q since we construct our reading measure at the monthly frequency while holdings are reported at the quarterly frequency.

ialfjt is the average investor attention, ia, of funds which increased their position in �rm j in the previous quarter. ias is
constructed analogously. We implement the Fama-MacBeth approach to estimate coe�cients and standard errors corrected for
cross-sectional correlation. In each quarter t we run the cross-sectional regression:

rmj,t+1 = αt + δ1,tial
f
jt + δ2,tias

f
jt + δ3,tsizej,t−1 + δ4,tbmj,t−1 + δ5,tβ

capm
j,t−1 + δ6,tiv

capm
j,t−1 + ϵj,t+1

where rj,t+1 is the monthly return of stock j, ial and ias are as described above, and size, bm, βcapm, and ivcapm are control
variables for market capitalization, book-to-market, CAPM beta, and CAPM idiosyncratic volatility respectively. For each
variable k, we compute coe�cient estimates for δk as δk = 1

T

∑
δk,t the average of the coe�cient estimates across each quarter.

Fama-MacBeth standard errors are: seFM
k =

sd(δk,t)√
T

. Table 11 presents the coe�cient estimates with Fama-MacBeth standard

errors in parentheses below. Statistical signi�cance is represented by * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.
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Figure 1: Total Reading

Figure 1 presents the quarterly time-series from 2017Q4 to 2021Q1 of three variables: Total Reading; Firm-
Speci�c Reading; and Firm-Speci�c Reading Percentage. Total reading is the sum of reading done by all
funds each quarter of all topics (�nancial, aggregate and macro, and other). Firm-Speci�c Reading is the
sum of reading about �rms done by all funds each quarter. Firm-Speci�c Reading Percentage is Firm-Speci�c
Reading divided by Total Reading. The start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in
blue.
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Figure 2: Reading Activity: Aggregate Signals

(a) Mutual Fund

(b) Hedge Fund

Figure 2 presents the quarterly time-series of fund attention to macroeconomic news throughout the COVID period from
2019Q3 to 2020Q4. Panel A presents measures based on Mutual Fund reading and Panel B presents measures based on Hedge
Fund reading. Each panel is divided into two parts: COVID which measures attention to articles about the CDC; Aggregate
Market which measures attention to articles about the aggregate United States stock market. The blue line (left axis) shows
the average number of articles read about a topic per fund each quarter. The read line plots the average reading divided by the
total number of articles written about the topic in the same quarter (right axis). The start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and
2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each panel.
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Figure 3: Reading Activity: Firm Speci�c

Figure 3 presents the quarterly time-series of fund attention to �rm-speci�c news throughout the COVID
period from 2019Q3 to 2020Q4. Mutual fund measures are presented on the top panel and hedge fund
measures are presented below. Financial Reading, the blue line (left axis), is the sum of all �nancial reading
(reading about �rms) by all funds in the quarter divided by the sum of fund reading about all topics (�rm-
speci�c, macroeconomic, and leisure). Financial Reading Normalized, the red line (right axis), is the average
�nancial reading per fund divided by the total number of articles written about �rms in the same quarter.
The start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each panel.
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Figure 4: Reading Activity: Dispersion

Figure 4 presents the quarterly time-series of the dispersion in fund attention throughout the COVID period
from 2019Q3 to 2020Q4. The dispersion of fund attention is the average of wdev

it across all funds in the

quarter where wdev
it =

∑
j

(
w∗

jt − wi
jt

)2
. w∗

jt is the �attention market weight�, the sum of reading by all funds

about �rm j in quarter t divided by the sum of reading by all funds about all �rms in the quarter. wi
jt is

fund i's reading of �rm j in quarter t divided by the total reading of fund i about all �rms in quarter t. The
start of the COVID crisis (2020Q1 and 2020Q2) is highlighted in blue in each panel.
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Appendix

Ravenpack

In this section, we describe the merge between Ravenpack and our URL-level dataset.This

merge proceeds in three steps. First, we build a database of URLs and headlines. Our dataset

is at the URL level while Ravenpack is at the headline level. Therefore, to merge with

Ravenpack, we require an intermediary dataset as Ravenpack does not contain the original

URL of an article. Second, we have to merge the URL-headline reading event database

with Ravenpack through headline. by exactly matching on headline and day the article was

published.Third, we perform data cleaning steps to ensure that the Ravenpack story that

we link an article-readership event to is the most appropriate. While our goal is to ensure

accuracy and minimize potential for systematic bias in our merge procedure, some of our

design choices are informed by computational scale as we must merge several datasets of

billions of rows.

Building a Headline-URL database: First, to develop a headline-URL dataset, ob-

tain two sources of data: Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT) database

and Tiingo. Tiingo is a �nancial analytics data provider that caters to �nancial institutions.

Institutional clients range from large pension and hedge funds to independent registered

investment advisers (RIAs). One of Tiingo's provides is a news feed which records both

headlines and URLs for articles across a wide range of �nancial news sites.

The GDELT Project is an open-source project supported by Google Jigsaw and monitors

the world's broadcast, print and web news in over 100 languages. By their own descrip-

tion, their dataset �identi�es the people, locations, organizations, themes, sources, emotions,

counts, quotes, images and events driving our global society every second of every day.� They

collect millions of news articles on a daily basis and also record the URL and title of every

article. We also collect various headline-URL datasets made available on Kaggle, a plat-

form where scholars and companies often post datasets for participants to practice machine

learning techniques against.We combine these three datasets to form an amalgamated date-

URL-headline dataset. If an article appears in two datasets, we use the the headline from

Tiingo, then GDELT, and then Kaggle.

We Ignore Frontpage Articles

We focus on non-frontpage articles. It is di�cult to know what exact article that is present

on a frontpage at any given point in time, given that front pages change often. Moreover,

given that investors do not speci�cally choose to read an article on a frontpage (but rather to

check the website itself) it is more di�fcult to interpret reading about a �rm on the frontpage
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of a website as the investor intended to pay attention to, or acquire information about, the

speci�c stock. It may be sheer coincidence that the investor happens to read about the �rm

on the frontpage at that particular time.

Joining to Ravenpack: After joining against our URL-level database, we perform a

match to Ravenpack. We proceed in two steps. First, we perform an exact date-headline

match between Ravenpack and the master date-URL-headline dataset. We are able to match

over half of all non-frontpage reading events via exact match. However, a considerable

fraction were not exact matched and require us to perform a fuzzy match between the

headline in our headline-URL dataset and Ravenpack.

There are a number of reasons fuzzy matching of headlines may be necessary. First,

Ravenpack may record the headline in an article slightly di�erently. For example, consider

the headline �Breaking News: Stocks Slated to End the Quarter on a Historic Run-Up�. In

one dataset, the term �Breaking News� might be omitted as �Stocks Slated to End the Quarter

on a Historic Run-Up�. second reason fuzzy matching may be necessary is that headlines

change during the day. For example, if the headline is that �Breaking News: Stocks Slated

to End the Quarter on a Historic Run-Up�, this headline can change to �Stocks Slated to

End the Quarter on a Historic Run-Up�, or then �nally later �Stocks End the Quarter on

a Historic Run-Up�. Hence two di�erent datasets may parse a given text similarly, but

headlines are somewhat mutable.

For all remaining URLs, we perform a fuzzy match between Ravenpack and the amal-

gamated dataset using 4-gram matching. We choose 4-gram matching because of the avail-

ability of comptuationally e�cient algorithms to compute this. Give nthat that we must

merge tens of millions of headlines in our amalgamated datasets with over 400 million ar-

ticles scraped in Ravenpack, other approaches are not feasible. We retain all articles above

66%, which means at least 2/3rds of all possible 4-grams match. We perform extensive

spot-checking and the results suggest that 66% 4-gram similarity is a reasonable indication

the two articles have the same subject.

De-duplication

At this step, for each unique URL, we have all potential Ravenpack stories which could

be potential matches for this URL. Even in the case of a headline that is exactly matched,

sometimes an we may have two matches from Ravenpack. The �rst reason is that Ravenpack

may record two entries for the same story with the same headline. The second is that an

article may be reprinted across di�erent websites. For example, articles from the Associated

Press are often re-printed across many di�erent websites. One of our publishers is not

actually directly licensed by Ravenpack, but actually re-prints its content through partner

publishers with a minor delay.
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Therefore, for every of our 11 billion events, we �nd what we consider to be the best

match article in consideration of when the article was read. In principle, we consider the

article closest to the event that comes before the event. We consider the Ravenpack article

with the closest timestamp to the event, conditional on the Ravenpack article coming before

the event. 9

Finally, we noticed that a number of URLs are not articles but rather search for a

speci�c stock on a �nancial news site. To the extent it is a quote lookup, we retrieve the

ticker embedded in the URL and re-enter into our dataset.

Final assessment

In the end, we match around 85% of reading events of non-frontpage articles. The missing

articles are a combination of the inability to �nd a headline in our master URL-headline

database, as well as a corresponding article from Ravenpack. Upon visual inspection of

some of the unlinked articles, a substantial fraction related to Covid, political news such as

the election, or other non-value relevant events. Therefore, we believe the e�ective match

rate to be much higher.

Return Predictability Timing

Figure 6 shows an example of the timing of the measure construction and stock returns.

Fund holdings are reported at the end of each quarter: Holdingsq−1 is the fund holdings at

the end of the fourth quarter of 2019 from December 31, 2019, Holdingsq is the fund holdings

from the end of the �rst quarter of 2020 on March 31, 2020. In the example, we index the

three months within each quarter by 1, 2, 3: Readingq−1,1 is the fund reading during the

month of October 2019, Readingq−1,2 is the reading during the month of November 2019,

Readingq−1,3 is the reading during the month of December 2019, and Readingq,1, Readingq,2,

and Readingq,3 are the reading from January, February, and March of 2020 respectively.

Monthly stock returns (i.e. rq−1,1, rq−1,2 ) are presented in the same way in the �gure. The

buy indicator, 1buyij,q−1
from Equation 28 is 1 if fund i increased holdings in �rm j from q− 2

to q − 1 (December 31, 2019 to March 31, 2020 in the �gure) and 0 otherwise. The sell

indicator from Equation 29 is constructed analogously. The reading associated with this

indicator is from readingq−1,3, readingq,1, and readingq,2 (months December 2019, January

2020, and February 2020 from the �gure) and are used to predict returns rq,1, rq,2, and rq,3

respectively (January 2020, February 2020, and March 2020 monthly returns).

9In a small fraction of cases (less than 1%) we could also increase our observation count by including a
match to an article disseminated after the reading event. This suggests that we did not match to the original
article but a re-print, or that Ravenpack captured the article with a delay.
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Tables and Graphs

Table 12: Sorting Characteristics

Attention Capacity

Fund Size (high mv) Sort based on fund size: mvit =
∑

j sharesijt × pjt where sharesijt is the

number of shares of �rm j held by fund i at the end of quarter t, and pjt is

the share price of �rm j at the end of quarter t. highmvijt is 1 if the

fund-�rm-quarter observation is above the median mvit in the quarter and 0

otherwise.

Fund Reading (high read) Sort based on fund reading: fund readit =
∑

j readijt where readijt is the

reading of fund i about �rm j throughout quarter t. high readijt is 1 if the

fund-�rm-quarter observation is above the median fund readit in the quarter

and 0 otherwise.

Fund Reading per Dollar (high rpd) Sort based on reading per dollar: rpdit =
∑

j readijt∑
j sharesijt×pjt

where readijt is

the reading of fund i about �rm j throughout quarter t, sharesijt is the

number of shares of �rm j held by fund i at the end of quarter t, and pjt is

the share price of �rm j at the end of quarter t. high rpdijt is 1 if the

fund-�rm-quarter observation is above the median rpdit in the quarter and 0

otherwise.

Reading Concentration (high conc) Sort based on reading concentration: concit =
∑

j ia
2
ijt where

iaijt =
readijt∑
j readijt

is the fraction of reading of fund i about �rm j in quarter

t de�ned in Equation 8. high concijt is 1 if the fund-�rm-quarter observation

is above the median concit in the quarter and 0 otherwise.

Sophistication

Reading Breadth (high breadth) Sort based on reading intensity: read breadthijt =
uniqueijt
readijt

where readijt is

the reading of fund i about �rm j throughout quarter t and uniqueijt is the

number of unique articles read by fund i about �rm j during quarter t.

high breadthijt is 1 if the fund-�rm-quarter observation is above the median

read breadthijt in the quarter and 0 otherwise.

Table 12 summarizes the di�erent measures of fund information capacity and sophistication
and outlines the construction of each variable.
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Figure 5: Daily Reading during COVID

Figure 5 presents a daily time-series October 2019 to October 2020 of fund reading about COVID and the
aggregate �nancial markets. Each variable is calculated as the total reading each day divided by the number
of funds. The Figure presents the smoothed trailing seven day averages.
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Figure 6: Return Predictability Timing

Figure 6 shows and example of the timing of the measure construction and stock returns. Fund holdings are
reported at the end of each quarter: Holdingsq−1 is the fund holdings at the end of the fourth quarter of 2019
from December 31, 2019, Holdingsq is the fund holdings from the end of the �rst quarter of 2020 on March
31, 2020. In the example, we index the three months within each quarter by 1, 2, 3: Readingq−1,1 is the fund
reading during the month of October 2019, Readingq−1,2 is the reading during the month of November 2019,
Readingq−1,3 is the reading during the month of December 2019, and Readingq,1, Readingq,2, and Readingq,3
are the reading from January, February, and March of 2020 respectively. Monthly stock returns (i.e. rq−1,1,
rq−1,2 ) are presented in the same way in the �gure. The buy indicator, 1buyij,q−1 from Equation 28 is 1 if
fund i increased holdings in �rm j from q − 2 to q − 1 (December 31, 2019 to March 31, 2020 in the �gure)
and 0 otherwise. The sell indicator from Equation 29 is constructed analogously. The reading associated
with this indicator is from readingq−1,3, readingq,1, and readingq,2 (months December 2019, January 2020,
and February 2020 from the �gure) and are used to predict returns rq,1, rq,2, and rq,3 respectively (January
2020, February 2020, and March 2020 monthly returns).
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